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L
ESS than a week after several
River Valley High School stu-
dents joined the worldwide

fad of setting up a confession page
on Facebook, an announcement

was made during the school’s morning
assembly.
Come to the general office today, the disci-

pline mistress asked whoever was running the
page.
The page’s administrators met the school man-

agement later that day, on Feb 13.
And since that meeting, the school’s confession

page has become much more muted.
When it first started, posts mostly revolved around

students misbehaving in school and love confessions.
The school said in a statement that the administra-

tors had been called up not because of the posts on
Facebook, but as part of an ongoing cyber wellness
programme.

The posts following the meeting are now mostly
about encouraging one another, expressing thanks to
teachers or fellow students and constructive feedback
about school matters such as the grading system and
student council.

While not commenting specifically on the meeting,
a River Valley High School spokesman said that the
school generally reiterates “the importance of being
responsible users of online platforms”.

The statement from the school mentioned: “The
school... shared with them on the importance of mak-
ing responsible speech online.”

Confession pages are fast catching on in Singapore,
with more than 50 sites set up by students from tertiary
institutions such as Nanyang Technology University
and Victoria Junior College since the end of January.

Such pages are now being created and run by a

younger group, from secondary schools.
And more school managements, including teachers,

are taking steps to manage the fad.
Besides River Valley High School, The New Paper

understands that Dunman High School also had a
confessions page on Facebook.

But it was taken down after a talk between the site’s
student administrators and the school management.

A spokesman from Dunman High School said: “We
had shared with our students the need to be respectful
and responsible when engaging in online activities.

“After a discussion, the administrators made the
decision to discontinue the confessions page.”

But another page has since been set up: “DHS Con-
fessions – uncensored.”

The administrators of the new group declared on
their Facebook page that they want to let students
express their thoughts freely.

“Why should Dunmanians be deprived of a confes-
sions page? We are unafraid to resist the oppression of
dictatorship.”

But the new group has garnered only about a third
of the total number of likes the previous group generat-
ed.

The administrators from the “DHS Confessions –
uncensored” page said: “The school has not tried to
approach us in any way so far. Perhaps they realised it is
futile to try and stop it because another similar platform
will rise.”

Teacher helps out
At Westwood Secondary School, offensive and con-

troversial posts attracted the attention of a teacher, who
was probably alerted by one of the students.

She then became one of the administrators and
helps the students administrators regulate the posts on
the page.

The administrators of the Westwood group said:
“As the page attained more likes, more love and

offensive confessions were pouring in. And even-

tually complaints were received from the students.”
Unlike the Dunman High School administrators,

the Westwood student administrators believe that the
involvement of the teacher in their confessions page
has been beneficial.

They said: “I believe this has helped us improve the
image of the page and better differentiate between the
offensive and good confessions.”

Users have also been asked to message the adminis-
trators if they find anything offensive.

Social media consultant Belinda Ang said school
managements need to get involved to protect the
schools’ branding and repu-
tation.

“Most of these pages
have the school logo and
name and the content of
these pages, which can
even include vulgarities,
will negatively affect the
school’s image.

“People may (then) view
it as a reflection of the
school’s quality of teaching.

“Students may underes-
timate the impact and
reach that some pages
have. So it is up to the
school to teach them social
media etiquette.”

Schools should also
strive to reach a compro-
mise because some confes-
sions can be useful.

“Sometimes the feed-
back on these pages can be
positive and constructive,
so the school can decide if it
can operate as a closed
group,” Ms Ang added.

The Ministry of Educa-
tion (MOE) is aware that the increasing spread of
social media will lead to new forms of exchanges
and sharing of information among students.

“We expect our students to conduct themselves
responsibly and sensibly online as well as respect
one another’s privacy,” said an MOE spokesman.

Secondary schools frown on
students’ confession sites
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BACK in Secondary school, my class of all boys
liked picking on two particular students – a
Hong Konger who spoke differently and a rich
man’s son who had what all of us felt was a
warped sense of reality.

Not surprisingly, the two boys were
subjected to endless teasing by the rest of us.

One day, after recess, little Hong Konger
snapped. He whipped out a penknife and
yelled at the boys around him.

A few days later, the rich kid lost it, too. He
hurled a chair in the classroom out of sheer
frustration at being picked on.

The two outbursts caught the teachers’
attention. We spent a whole Literature lesson
discussing bullying.

Though school life improved for the two
boys after that, I had always wondered why
they never told anyone about how they were
being treated, allowing it to simmer until they
snapped.

Embarrassed
Were they too embarrassed to let people know
they were having problems fitting in? Perhaps
they doubted that anyone could really help
them.

What they needed, perhaps, was a
confessions page on Facebook.

Perhaps the cloak of anonymity would have
given them strength to speak up.

So while principals and school
management think they are doing the right
thing by trying to restrict and manage the stuff
that gets out on their schools’ confession pages,
they really should give it a bit more thought.

Although most of the posts on those pages
are mindless and downright childish, it could
be a useful platform for a child who is being
abused, bullied or harbouring suicidal
thoughts to confide in someone, even if that
someone is the World Wide Web.

An unhealthy teenage crush on a teacher
could be nipped in the bud and prevented from
progressing into an improper sexual
relationship; a victim of bullying or even sexual
abuse could be rescued earlier; and a
depressed student may be given help before he
decides that ending his life is a better option.

Schools may see such confession pages as
an embarrassment, perhaps affecting
reputation of the schools. And certainly, more
often than not, they are right.

But if it can save just one kid’s life or give
him a lifeline, is it not worth the red faces?

Schools act on Facebook
confessions
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“Students may
underestimate
the impact
and reach that
some pages
have. So it is
up to the
school to
teach them
social media
etiquette.”
– Social media consultant
Belinda Ang
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